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"What Henry Ford Means to America," might well
be the title of a book which would read like a novel.
At the age of 60 he heads the largest privately owned
industrial corporation in the world, producing, in the
last year, more than 50 per cent of all the automobiles
made in this country.
But Henry Ford is not only a manufacturer of cars,
trucks and tractors. He stands out as one of the
greatest benefactors of labor and industry that the
country has known. His company today has factory
assembling plants and branches in every large city in
the country, as well as in nearly all foreign countries.
More than 135,000 persons are employed directly
by the Ford Motor company, at a minimum salary of
six dollars per day. Some other odd hundred thousand
are directly dependent on the Ford products for their
welfare and many thousands of others are indirectly
concerned in the welfare of the company, through the
sale of gas, oil, etc.
Mr. Ford has been responsible for some of the
greatest strides in the automobile industry. Hydroelectric power is coming into its own as the result of his
efforts; water power sites are being developed and a great saving
will result. The most efficient
means known to science is employed in the burning of coal in
his factories. All coal byproducts are saved and utilized
and coke results, which is later
sold.
His lumber camps in Northern Michigan are models of their
•
kind and his railroad management of the Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton has caused widespread
In every branch of his
vast enterprises can be found the

latest in human, scientific manufacturing methods.
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Ford Assembling Plant in Omaha

Omaha Ford Plant to Be Enlarged
So That 90,000 Automobiles and
Trucks Will Be Assembled Yearly

Ford Forest Is
Model Reserve

•
•

Conservatism Is Practiced On
on Highly Efficient Basis
in Michigan.

Everything Tested.

it

•
•

Lincoln Custom-Built
Perfection First, Ford's "Buy Now" Six Bodies
Offered This Year
Slogan of Lincoln Drive Good Omen
To Manufacture Best Possible 10,000 Dealers Keep Ear to
Ground and Report
Automobile Regardless
Business Status.
of Cost.
The policy of the Lincoln Motor
company will' be to manufacture the
best possible automobile, regardless
of cost, that the tremendous resources
of the Ford Motor company, the
parent organization, will allow.
The tremendous purchasing resources of the company, its ability to
secure the best workmen and a policy
of "perfection first," will result in a
superior automobile, the company believes. It is pointed out that the
policy of the company will not be to
reduce the price every 'time increased
production, or better and lower purchasing prices warrant, but rather
to put the money back into the product.
This policy, the company says, will
result in better cars being built at
all times and no effort is being made
to see where corners may be cut and
money saved to make an added profit.
The cars, it is said, will In the future, as in the past, be priced on a
basis of actual manufacturing cost.
Every latest engineering and manufacturing device which the company
can employ will be turned to the Lincoln organization to make the best
possible cars.
The Lincoln company enjoys the
same purchasing power as the Ford
Coal mines, timber
organization.
lands, railroads and gigantic manufacturing facilities are at the disposal
of both companies and this, the factory says, results in greater value
than any one else is able to obtain.
In return, this money is put back into
the cars in the form of the best material that can be bought.
In addition to these important facts
the company also has more dealers
and service stations than any other
car in its price class. This means
that the Lincoln owner is able to
drive anywhere and get service.

Electric Heating Device.

An electric heating device Is contained in the bottom of every LinBy an operation
coln carburetor.
with the choke button on the dash.
the driver may heat the gasoline in
The largest foundry In the world is the carburetor so that a fog of metal
that of the Ford Motor company at is transmitted to the cylinders, even
its River Rouge plant near Detroit. in the coldest weather.

Badger Body Mfg. Co. a
Opposite Ford Motor Co.

Six Lincoln cars with custom built
bodies are offered the American public this year to meet a demand for
special coach work.
These types Include a seven-passenger, inside-drive, limousine; a fourpassenger berline; a two-passenger
coupe; an open drive limousine; a
town car and a cabriolet.
These bodies are mounted on, the
standard 136 wheelbase chassis and
colors are optional.
With the exception of the two.
passenger coupe all the cars are resigned to be chauffeur driven.

Important among other indications
that the new year will see a vastly
increased demand for automobiles is
the "Buy Now" campaign which has
just been launched by the Ford Motor
company.
Particular significance may be attached to this, for no company is better situated to sense future conditions
in the motor car field nor keep more
closely in touch with the temper of
the motor buying public,
Through its great dealer organization, approximating 10,000, the corn
Pany is able to obtain accurate reports covering all parts of the country. That the outlook indicates a
greater demand than ever during the coming
year seems apparent in the
action- of inaugurating a "Buy Now
campaign at this time.
A year ago a shortage was seen and
the public advised but the demand
which developed during the spring
and early summer months exceeded
all expectations, with the result that
production failed to meet it and more
than 350,000 persons were disappointed in not being able to get Ford cars.
Practically all through the year it
was necessary to maintain a constantly increasing production schedule in
order to keep' up more closely with the
demand. Even with that, deliveries
were slow.
In view of the company's experience last year the "Buy Now" camwarn
paign just starting comes as a
ing suggestion to the car buyer and
reflects a condition which presages an
even greater car shortage during the
coming spring and summer.

Omaha

FORD DEALERS

plants.
These little factories, in a

Ford Company Maintains
Quiet Little Factories
Along Rivers.

•

Along the banks of the River
Rouge, as it flows quietly through
Michigan woodlands, just west of
Detroit, are three plants of the Ford
Motor Co., practically unknown to
the world, or even to Detroiters.
As a part of an institution of such
vastness as the Ford Motor company,
these little hydroelectric plants taking
from the silent Rouge a wealth of
power that none but Henry Ford had
detected there, are unique.
While in size these tiny factories
fade close to the vanishing point beside such of the company's hydroelectric projects as the Green Island,
N. Y., plant: the new Twin Cities
plant at Minneapolis, they are nevertheless performing valuable service.
The plant at Phoenix, Mich., half'
hidden in a clump of trees, produces
generator cut-outs. There's a tine
Plymouth;
hydro-electric plant at
Mich., and the third member of the
group, Nankin Mills, is turning out
and
the
parts
small carburetor
smaller nickel and brass screws used
In the ancient
in Ford products.
white building that houses the Nankin mills, which for years served as a
flour mill, a hydro-electric generator.
the last word in water power engineering, has replaced the ancient
mill wheel.
A feature of these plants .of almost
equal interest to that of water power
of
conservation, is the
evolution
Henry Ford's plan of finding profitable work for the farmer in his spare
time,
At the Phoenix plant, for instance,
more than 100 women and girls.
most of them from nearby farms, sit
at long conveyor tables at the task
of making generator cut-outs, an operation which especially suits to the
light, feminine touch.

Ford
EXHIBIT

at the

0

truck load, receive material enough
to last a long time, so small are the
parts turned out. Accordingly, the
trucks on their return carry to the
assembly plants sufficient of the
finished parts to last over an equal
single space of time.

Little if any loss of efficiency
arises from the location of these
units by the wooded stream, all
within a short distance of the Detroit

Hydroelectric
Cut-Out Plants

a

Local Branch, Now One of the Most Important Industrial Enterprises in City, Will Be Made Nearly Twice as Large
—Monthly Payroll Will Be $145,000.
In connection with the "Know
Omaha"
Omaha movement
movement, many readers will
be
learning something
of the local assembly plant of the
Ford Motor company at Sixteenth
and Cuming streets, and of the proposed expansion of quarters and output to be inaugurated within the next
60 days as outlined by W. A. Russell,
branch manager.
The present plant has facilities for
assembling 160 cars and trucks per
day, while the enlarged plant will
ave a capacity for assembling 310
Forest conservation is the
outcars and trucks daily.
'The average number of employes standing feature of the Ford lumberduring 923 was slightly in excess of ing operations in northern Michigan.
4110, with 'a monthly pay roll of $70,- Clean forests kept the Ford timber
000, or $840,000 for the year. Ap- standing when fires raged over neighproximately 1,100 employes will be boring areas, saving both the timber
on the pay roll under the new sched- ready to cut and the saplings that are
ule, with a monthly wage of $145,000, to replace them.
Complete elimination of waste In
or $1,575,000 annually.
Purchases from Omaha institutions utilizing forest products make the
during the year 1923 totaled over Ford conservation policy complete.
$100,000 for maintenance of building, The degree to which this policy is
carried is exemplified in the wood disequipment, etc.
tillation processes In which otherwise
Big Rail Shipments.
useless scraps of hardwood are reDuring 1923 this assembly plant duced to charcoal, wood alcohol, ace'absorbed 3,468 incoming railroad car- tate of lime, wood tar, wood
oils, and
loads and shipped out 5,420 railroad fuel gas
at the Ford saw mill at Iron
carloads in addition to the thousands Mountain, Mich.
of cars and trucks driven overland
To Chemical Plant.
from the plant by dealers and their
The small chunks are sent to the
representatives.
The 1924 schedule calls for approxi- chemical plant from all the wood
First
mately 6,000 Incoming railroad car- working machines in the mill.
load shipments and 10,000 outbound the scrap goes into large rotating
railroad carload shipments, in addi- iron cylinders through which waste
tion to approximately 30,000 Ford gases from the boiler plant pass, drycars and trucks which will be driven ing the wood and leaving it quite hot.
From the cylinders the wood is
overland from the plant.
During 1923 the Ford assembly dumped into large vertical retorts replant was second in Omaha in the sembling blast furnaces. Here the
total number of inbound and outbound wood is broken up by heat into charcoal and a heavy gas from which the
railroad carload shipments handled.
various chemicals are derived. PassIn the past only open bodies have
ing through a large copper condenser
teen built at the local plant—all enpart of the gas liquifies into what is
closed bodies having been shipped in
-known as pyroligneous acid, the recomplete, except for the finish coat.'
The 1924 schedule includes complete mainder passing off as gas which is
used as fuel in the boiler house.
building and finishing of all enclosed
The pyroligneous acid is pumped
and open bodies.
to the refinery where it is reduced
New Painting Process.
by distillation and chemical treatAll painting of bodies in the past ment into wood alcohol, acetate of
has been conducted by the "air dry- lime, and wood oils.
ing" system in rooms of 85 degrees
Alcohol Is Sold.
F., requiring 120 hours for the comThe wood alcohol is sold direct to
plete job per unit.
the market, as it has no function in
A "forced drying" oven will be one
any Ford process. The acetate of
of the new additions. This oven will
lime is further changed into ethyl
be heated by steam to 175 degrees F.,
acetate which is shipped to Detroit in
and will not be affected by atmostank cars for use at the Ford plants
pheric conditions as in the case of
in manufacturing artificial leather.
air drying, thus insuring a better and
The wood tar or pitch is used as
more uniform job and reducing the
an insulator in Ford coil boxes' and
time 105 hours per unit.
storage batteries. The wood oils are
Three hundred and fifty pounds of
used in the concentration of lead ores
metal for each car, such as fenders,
used in producing lead for storage
hoods, running boards, etc., will pass
through the electric enameling oven batteries.
The charcoal is used together with
daily—a total of 52 1-2 tons daily, or
Ford iron ore in a special Ford blast
31,50 , 0 500,000 pounds per year. These
figures apply only to material used furnace in producing a pig iron of
the highest grade used exclusively
for new cars and do not include the
for piston castings and
various parts sold for dealers' parts
stocks.
Another interesting addition will be
the driveway building, which will
Even the finest maker of watches
stand to the east of the present plant. and clocks in America cannot furnish
This building will be devoted ex- a product for the Lincoln car, which
clusively to dealers securing cars to does not undergo other tests. Clocks
The daily delivery are used on Lincoln dashes but before
drive overland.
capacity will be 150 cars in eight they are installed they are tested for
hours with a storage capacity of 75 eight days to insure their accuracy.
cars.
•
From 30,000 to 50,000 yards of arQuick Service.
tificial leather are made daily at the
The different types of Fords will be
mounted on eight different convey- artificial leather plant of the Ford
Motor company at Detroit.
ors, electrically operated. The operater to secure any particular type of
car, merely presses an electric button and the desired type comes to
him and all filled with gas and oil and
ready to go.
The Omaha branch is a six-day
freight schedule from Detroit and as
an illustration of the highly-efficient
methods used by this company during the year 1923 the local assembly
plant did not lose a single full-day
on account of shortage of material.
The present plant has a moving
conveyor or car assembly line, 120
feet in length. The footage of the
new conveyors will be 324 feet, with
leaving the line every 96 seca car
onds. The 1924 schedule of the Ford
at large calls for
doter company
10,000 cars daily, or one every three
seconds.
Excursion trips through the plant
are conducted twice daily One in the
morning and one in the afternoon),
by a company guide, where visitors
see the motor conveyed to the car
assembly line, the rear axle and the
different component tarts of the car
moves
assembled as the conveyor
past the different men, giving each
the time necessary to assemble his
particular part to the car and every
16 seconds, a finished car is driven
from the line on its own power to the
final test department, where it passas a rigid inspection, to guard against
any defects in the course of assembly.
Low Accident Rate.
Other points of interest on this
trip, are the building, upholstering,
etc., of the bodies and the placing
of tops and fitting- of curtains to
the open body types. Visitors are
always welcome to take these trips
through the plant.
Every precaution is taken to s safeemployes from - accidents
guard
through "safety first" committees and
the result is that the Ford Motor
company's accident percentage is
lowest among all industrial institutions in the United States.
There are. 35 Ford assembly and
service plants in the United States,
distributed throughout the country,
Mr.. Ford's idea, in
according to
such a way as to effect more equal
distribution of labor and render the
most efficient service.
Benefits to Omaha.
To indicate the benefit Omaha derives from the local Ford plant, one
nut of every 37 families in the city
will derive their direct support therefrom.
An additional one out of 160 families
in Omaha derive their support from
the seven local dealerships.
Ford and Lincoln dealers in the
city of Omaha proper, retailed 5,600
Ford cars and trucks, Lincoln cars
and Fordson tractors during 1923.
number
Cars and trucks to the
of 47,890 were assembled by the local
plant during the year, while 1924
•
schedule calls for 90,000,
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W-W Hammer TypeFeed Grinders
A Wonder With the FORDSON!
No Burrs!
No Knives!
No Gears!
The Grinder with the ham titers! Trouble proof! Not a
bolt or rivet in the W-W
Grinding Cylinder—nothing to
work loose. Hyatt Roller Bearings. Built in four sizes. Elevator or Blower.
"Nine Years of Successful
Service"

f

40111111!

Feeds at
Less Cost!

Better

Grinds coarse or fine, either
separately or together, without
extra attachments.
Ear Corn With Shuck
Shelled Corn, Corn Fodder,
Maize Heads, Wheat, Oats,
Kafir Corn, Alfalfa, Barley,
Bundle Feed.
Write for folder and samples
of feed ground with the W-W,
telling what power you have.

A Fordson Dealer Says:
"I am recommending the
W-W Grinder to every dealer I come in contact with. It.
sure helps sell Fordsons."—
J. Huey, Ford Dealer,
Osmond, Nebraska.

Dealers! Write for Our Proposition

THE W W FEED GRINDER CO.
Manufacturers—Wichita, Kan.

THE T. G. NORTHWALL Co.
Wholesale Distributors

Omaha, Nebraska

The display of Ford cars at
the Show is certain to be
of more than ordinary interest this year because of
the recent improvements
in the exterior design and
interior fittings of all body
types.
This interest will be intensified because of the
wider range of choice afforded by the increase in
the Ford line to five body
styles, each of which represents the greatest value
obtainable in its particular
field.
Do not miss the exhibit at
the show, but see the special display of the full line
at 15th and Jackson streets
(just south of auditorium.)
Look over the individual
body types and arrange to
place your order at once.
Protect yourself against
delay in delivery.
February 18 to 23

A particularly interesting
display of Ford and Fordson
Equipment is on exhibit at
our showroom opposite the
Ford Motor Co.
We are also showing at the
Ford, Exhibit next door to
the Auditorium.

Runabout
$265.00
Touring Car 295.00
Coupe
525.00
Tudor Sedan 590.00
Fordor Sedan 685.00
"'Uprises F. O. B. Detroit

Authorized Ford Dealers

Co-operating With and Serving the Dealers
of the Omaha Branch of the Ford Motor Co.
Implements and Industrial Equipment for
the Fordson Tractor

Commercial and Farm Bodies and Cabs
for Fords

CARS • TRUCKS • TRACTORS

a
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River Rouge Plant
Largest Factory of
Its Sort in World
Molten Metal Poured From
Blast Furnaces Directly
Into Waiting
Molds.

lt Furnishes Power
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Motor Company at Detroit

Thresher Running
on Tractor Power
Surprises Owner

•

•

From 700 to 1,000 bushels of CaLanguage affords only superlatives
nadian wheat and from 1,500 to 2,000
with which to describe the Riverbushels of oats is the regular capacity
Rouge plant of the Ford Motor com'of 21x36 Wood Bros. individual
pany which today rears its lofty
thresher,' operated by a Fordson
smokestacks and towering tanks,
tractor, according to Alexander L.
mammoth storage bins, huge covRutherford of Wycollar, Saskatche'
ered conveyors and broad roofs, covwan, Canada.
ering a plant area of 1,100 acres
In his letter Mr. Rutherford says:
along the banks of the stream for
"We purchased one of your Wood
which it is named, where half a dozen
Bros. individual Humming Bird sepayears ago there was only windswept
rators, size 21x36, to go with our
prairie and swamp land.
Fordson tractor this year, and found
The Rouge plant stands alone, comit to be everything you claim it to be,
parable to no other monument to
and more.
human ingenuity and perseverance
"When we purchased this separator
. that the world has thus far seen. It
we were told that it would thresh becan only be said that this thing is
tween 700 to 1,000 bushels of wheat
the largest in the world, and that
per day and from 1,500 to 2,000 bushone the greatest, for there is nothing
els of oats, but we were rather skeptilike this plant anywhere, and today
cal about it being able to do this and
it is but half completed.
thought we would we well satisfied if
This is the hydro-electric generator room in the Ford Phoenix plant.
The world's largest electrical steel
it would thresh the least of these figfurnace, having a capacity of 50 tons,
ures.
is the latest achievement at the
"Since using it this fall we would
Rouge. It stands beside the foundathink it would be a poor day if we
dation for a second one which is to
did not thresh more than 700 bushels
has proved their efficiency to such
be built shortly, and close by two 10of wheat or 1,500 bushels of oats. an extent that they have been adoptton ,electric steel furnaces.
These
We have threshed as high at 1,010 ed as standard equipment for Fordcombined with the two giant 600-ton
bushels of wheat in a day and 2,150 son power.
blast furnaces, each capable of debushels of oats.
livering 500 ,tons of foundry iron per
"We have never seen a machine
day, form a foundry unit such as
that was so economical on power,
has never been seen before in comclean so well and get all the grain out
An idea of the care taken in the
bination in a single plant.
of the straw like this one does, and construction of the Lincoln may be
this
,
recommend
not
hesitate
to
do
Dream of 50 Years.
gained from the fact that brass nuts
machine to Fordson owners or to any and zinc covered bolts are used in
With such equipment the metallurof
any
10-20
tractor
one having a
assembling the running board and
gists have made their dream of 50
make."
fenders. This prevents rust and the
years come true. Here molten iron
results
are
Similar or even better
"freezing" of any bolt. While the
•
is run directly from the furnaces into
every
being obtained by farmers in
average. owner never sees the under
the molds, eliminating the slow and
grain-growing state in the United side of his running board, it is built
costly step of casting first into pigs
States.
to fast a lifetime.
This new process,
and remelting.
The perfection 'of the small tractor
successfully evolved at the Rouge
as developed in the Fordson making
plant after more than half a century
available a low belt power has revoluof experimentation has given to Ford
Latest model of the Lincoln custom-built
tionized the threshing machines. Wood
A reflection of the size of the
coupe.
products tough, high-silicon light
Bros., of Des Moines, Ia., perfected Highland Park plant of the Ford
web castings at a considerably lowthe big capacity 21x36 individual to Motor company may be seen in the
ered production cost.
salvage department, where two men
operate on Fordson power.
The Rouge power plant, even now
The years of successful and general are kept busy doing nothing but rea marvel, will, when completed, have
pairing damaged mop pails.
operation of these individual thresh- Lincoln
a total electrical capacity of 240,000
kilowatts generated at 13,200 volts
The Highland Park plant of the
These
by eight turbo-generators.
Ford Motor company at Detroit
units have been designed by Ford
has a force of more than 1,800 inengineers and the first is now 85
spectors. While it is said that
per cent complete, having been built
the Ford inspection system goes
from the tart by Ford workmen in
to unnecessary lengths, it must
Three turbo blowers,
Ford shops.
be remembered that absolute interalready installed in the power house,
changeability of parts is the basis
supply 120,000 cubic feet of air per
of all
Ford production. It is,
minute. The new generators, when
therefore, essential that every part
completed, will be powered by a batbe exactly like, every similar
tery of the eight largest steam boilers
Covering a total of nearly 100
part, and to achieve this accuracy
ever built, which are now furnishing acres, of which 123 are under roof,
close and frequent inspections are
steam to smaller temporary turbines. the Highland Park plant of the Ford
required.
These boilers are adapted to burning Motor company is the largest indipulverized coal, blast furnace gas and vidual automobile plant in the world.
A
tar. Incidentally, they are the first Here the Ford motors are built.
boilers to burn pulzerized coal sucThe Highland Park unit includes
cessfully.
the general offices of the company,
Tractors Assembled.
power plant, the Detroit sales branch,
tractors
the photographic and motion .picture
In building "B" Fordson
are assembled. In this single build- department, the Boys' Trade school
11
manufacturing
ing 200 tractors, 1,000 Ford sedan and the numerous
bodies, 4,000 touring bodies and 1,200 units,
runabout bodies can be turned out
Included under the latter head are
in a single day.
the great machine shops where Ford
There is a locomotive repair shop, parts are machined to the utmost acwhere engines of the Ford railroad, curacy, an artificial leather plant,
the B. T. and I. are serviced, and a glass factory, a wire making plant,
which is equipped to build new loco- the Fordite plant where all Ford and
motives. The plant is now being en- Fordson tractor steering wheels are
larged to include a car building shop. made, the electrical division where
Probably a feature of the Rouge batteries, generators and Other igniplant is more interesting than the thin system parts are manufactured,
By EDSEL B. FORD,
amazing economies that are effected the drop forge plant, top and upholI
President of the Lincoln Motor Co.
there. Starting with a cintering plant stery
departments, stock
rooms,
While for many years the average
which reclaims blast furnace dust, smaller producing units and the moreclamation features follow every tor and car assembly departments. - American car owner has looked up to
operation.
The, manufacture of more than the foreign built automobile as being
Sintering Plant.
7:000 Ford motors daily presents the finest example of coach work and
The sintering plant, recently placed staggering production figures and automobile production in the world,
in operation, is at work on the task calls for the highest- degree of accur- the United States is now recognized
of converting a mountain of 50,000 acy in each manufacturing operation, as being the home of - finer automobile
A car for two with a dashtons of blast furnace dust into iron. a most essential element in quantity creations than any other country may
in g grace and a sweeping
'
point to.
The dust, half iron ore and half pul- output.
co tour that wins unquesThe Lincoln car is a typical exverized coke, is the collection of three
Visitors Amazed.
tioned ned right of way everyyears, having been blown off the blast
These great machine shops, where ample of this fact. it is the policy
where re.
this company ±o build the finest
furnace at the rate of from 20 to 25 rough forgings' and castings
are
car
that
the
tons per day.
tremendous
resources
of
transformed into highly
finished
Soft coal, brought in on the Ford products and where everything is the Ford Motor company will allow.
This means that the finest of materailroad from Ford mines in West Vir- continuously on the move along
exrials and engineering talent will go
ginia and Kentucky, is pulverized and tensive conveyor systems, are
at
sent to the battery of 120 coke ovens, first a maze
into the making of the Lincoln, and
Providing ding roomy comfort
to the visitor. But
this fact is being recognized abroad.
the production of which, under 18 soon he realizes the orderliness
and convenience for five
of
it
hours' coking time, is 2,000 tons of all
passen gers in a snugly cornand a full appreciation of how as well as in this country.
coke per day.
pact b body, this is an espeCome to America.
high quality cornea automatically in
Vapors from the coke ovens are
cially desirable vehicle for
quantity production, he sees each
European manufacturers and engilead through an elaborate system of unit or division
the small all family.
completing its par- neers are beginning to come to Amer-towers, tanks, centrifugal stills, scrubticular work and sending its product ica to get patent rights and body debers and condensers, conserving 26,- on
to the assembly departments.
signs for their cars. Hardly a week
000,000 cubic feet of gas per day; 18,
Along the motor assembly line the passes but what the Lincoln factories
pounds
benzol,
60,000
gallons
of
000
visitor
sees the motor block start at in Detroit are visited by some of the
of amonium sulphate, 17,800 pounds
one end and grow, piece by piece, un- leading foreign engineers. PracticalOffered in both two window
of tar and 4,500 gallons of refined oil.
til at the other end it emerges a com- iy everyone of these visitors marvels
and three -window type, this
All of these products, with the excepplete Ford motor.
standard body matches the
at the manner in which the Lincoln
tion of the ammonium sulphate, which
These Ford motors undergo the is built and many express amazement
distinction and individuality
is sold as fertilizer, and the benzol
of custom built cars.
most exacting tests.
No human at the ,fine
manufacturing limits
sold in Detroit as motor fuel, are
agency is permitted to pass upon the which it is possible to obtain in maturned back into the Ford industry for
final fitness of the individual motor. chine work.
use in various stages of automobile
Each is operated by electricity and
The market in the United States
making.
under the supervision of an expert, for foreign built cars is slowly passCement Plant. A
while in a room separate and apart ing. Today the vast majority of the
A strikingly beautiful open,
cement plant, now in the course
from this, the delicate dynamometer Americans are forsaking the Eurocar especially My fitted for
of construction will soon be operatrecords
the
test
to
the
utmost
finepean
cars
and
turning
to
homemade
cross-country travel.
ing, converting slag from the blast
ness
and
it
is
upon
of
the
verdict
products.
Patriotism
alone is not
furnaces into cement at the rate of
this instrument that each motor re- responsible for this, as when a man
1,000 barrels per day.
ceives
the
final
stamp
of
approval.
buys an expensive priced car he buys
A glass plant with a capicity of
for value, and the business man has, been
28 Assembly Plants.
10,000,000 square feet a year, recentconvinced that such value is
ly began operations making glass by
With these tests completed the
the Ford method, a process new to finished motors move out, some to built ,into the Lincoln ,
Sales Field Limited.
the glass-making industry.
the final assembly division of the
Great Lakes ore steamers nosed Highland Park plant and remainder
One of the primary reasons why
their way up the Rouge for the first to the shipping station where they the European manufacturer cannot
time this year, tying up at the plant are dispatched to the 28 other assem- compete with the American manufacbeneath discharging machinery that bly plants throughout the country turer is that the field abroad for sales
removed ore from the Ford mines at and to foreign branches.
of higher priced cars is distinctly limthe rate of 500 tons per hour. Smaller
Fully 60,000 men are employed in ited. They cannot ,afford to employ
lumber
with
laden
freigthers put in
the Highland Park plant and they thousands of workmen and produce
from the Ford saw mills at Iron enjoy many advantages.
Through thousands of cars per year. They
Monutain,
the safety and hygiene department, have not market for this number and
there is a constant watch to see' that as a result a great deal of the work
Conveyor System.
A complete surveyor system, unit- every safety precaution is taken and is done by hand. American demand
ing all parts of this supergiant of the every safety device is installed and for large numbers of cars has taught
world's greatest enterprises, is so maintained. The hospital staff looks us how to make better cars by masynchronized that just enough time is after the physical well-being of the chinery than Europe can turn out by
allowed for each of a thousand dif- workers and a wide range of domes- hand.
ferent operations, and human exer- tic conditions are cared for by the
In the same way styles in American
practically to zero. sociological "department.
tion is reduced
coach work are far superior to those
50
miles
of
Living
the
costs
employes
with
of
the
Ford
This, combined
of foreign made cars. It is possible to
railroad and eight miles of roadways are kept at a minimum through the compare foreign built and American
communia
operation
in
the
forms
plant
shoe
of a
within the gates,
products in motor car 'values and it
cation system more elaborate than store, drug store, grocery store and can easily be seen that they are bebefore.
history
coke,
meat market and fuel, coal and
ever undertaken in
hind this country in styles,
The amazing skill with which the is supplied by the company at reason•
Better Values Here.
numerous plants of this vast menu- able costs. Employes may invest up
All these factors combine to give
factruing community are dovetailed to one-third of their salaries in Ford
with one another, the annihilation of savings certificates which bear a value in the car made on this side
of the Atlantic, at a lower price. It is
waste, the utmost development of guaranteed rate of 6 per cent interbyproducts; all contribute not only to est, but which have always exceeded true that there are many excellent
foreign built automobiles, but comthe greatest industrial unit of the that rate.
paring them for appearance,' value
earth, but to high-quality Ford prod
The first car manufactured by the and cost with such a product as the
ucts at extremely low prices.
Ford Motor company was on the road Lincoln, will show anyone how far
The Ford Motor company was 20 in June and sold the early part of superior American automobile manyears old on June 16, 1923.
July, 1903.
ufacturers have become

Custom Built Coupe

Zinc-Covered Bolts.

Repair Mop Pails.

Highland Park
Plant of Ford Is
World's Largest

"How many cars do you make
a day?" was the favorite question
of visitors at the Ford Motor company's Highland Park plant during
1923, and greatest interest was
shown in the famous assembly line
where Ford cars are put together.
This is the report of the guides
who escorted approximately 150,000
visitors through the great plant
during the year, nearly 50,000 more
than in 1922. These 'visitors,
women and children, were from all
walks of life, from every nation
and every race.
Charlie Chaplin was 'there, and
Gen. John J. Pershing, Mme. Nellie Melba, grand opera soprano.
and Johnny Dundee, the pugilist,
saw the plant. Gen. Joseph Haller,
the Polish patriot, the Chamber of
Commerce of Copenhagen, Denmark, British lords and ladies, po
tentates from the Orient, the youth
of America and a host of automotive engineers, Americans as
well as foreigners.
Not a convention convened or
adjourned in Detroit without a
visit to the "Ford factory" for its
"rubberneck
not a
delegates,
wagon" succeeded in passing the
door throughout the year.

lea

Turns Out 700 to 1,000 Bushels of Wheat or 1,500 to
2,000 Bushels of Oats
a Day.

a

1,800 Inspectors
in the Ford Plant
at .Highland Park

Come From
A 11 Nations
to See Plant

Stock Feeders Praise
W-W Grinders Highly

stances getting into the grinder.
The W-W hammer grinder, as distributed in this territory by the T.
G. Northwail company, an organization with 36 years' experience in the
Feeding ground feed has been advo- implement industry, is by reason of
its simplicity and low comparative
cated for many years by progressive cost, the popular grinder, much in
stock feeders and agricultural col- demand.
leges, but it has not been until the
advent of the hammer grinder that
the full benefit of ground feed could
Production of the Ford Motor combe had. due to the limitations of the pany is so timed by the conveyor
other types of grinders.
system that company officials are
With the hammer grinder every- able to determine months in advance
feed,
inthing that can be used for
just how much material and how
cluding alfalfa, snapped corn, corn many men will be required to profodder, cow peas and soy beans can duce a certain number of cars on a
be ground successfully and econom- given day. This enables the comically, thus increasing the food value pany to do away with heavy invenfrom 25 to 50 per cent.
tories.
Another exclusive feature of the
The Ford railroad, the Detroit, Tohammer grinder is that it is practically trouble-proof and not subject to ledo & Ironton, connects with pracbreakage by reason of foreign sub- tically every transcontinental line.

No Heavy Inventories.

All-Day Driving Made
Comfortable by Lincoln
As a result of a series of tests with
a seismograph, the Lincoln Motor
company has developed a new type
of hydraulic shock absorber with a
neutral zone and springs. Engineers
proceeded on the theory that persons
might wish to drive their car hundreds of miles in a single day. In the
past many owners have noted that
every
their back ached, and that
muscle in the body protested after
a drive of from four to five hundred
miles in a single day. In the present
day Lincoln, such drives are possible
and no bad reaction is felt.

Only the Finest.
Every Lincoln part is built especially for that car. Only the finest
steels and alloys are used in the construction of axles, gears and other
parts.

Covers 300 Acres of Land and
Daily Output Exceeds
7,000 Cars.

United States Now
Admitted Home of
Fine Automobiles

American Cars Offer Better
Value for Money Than
Foreign Makes, Edsel
Ford Declares.

gniwohS
Special Lincoln

2-Passenger Coupe
J Judkins Body

of

5-PPassenger Coupe

4-PassePassengernger Sedan

B

EGINNING Monday, February 18, and continuing until Saturday, February 23, a.
group of eight Lincoln cars in selected closed and
open body types will be on display in the building
at 15th and Jackson Sts., adjoining the Auditorium. We invite you to examine them.

5-Passenger Sedan
An ideal car for family use.
Equipped with two folding
seats facing backward, it
affords accommodations for
seven if needed.

7-Passenger Sedan

Ranging • in capacity from the two-passenger
Coupe to the seven-passenger Limousine, they
compass every motoring need. They illustrate
the wide range of color options and selection of
upholstery fabrics available to Lincoln buyers.
They embody in full measure the superb mechanism and the masterly coachcraft which have
firmly established the Lincoln in the front rank
of fine cars.

4-Passeng er Phaeton

The high standing of the Lincoln in public esteem
and the impressive individuality' of these body
types make this special showing one of peculiar
interest to you.

A roomy enclosed car fitted
for all purposes and all
weathers, with the beauty
of line and finish common
to all Lincoln cars.

7-Passenger Limousine
With driver's seat separated
from the rear compartment
by removable glass partition,
this car may be used as a
chauffeur-driven vehicle on
occasion.

7-Passenger Touring Car
A masterpiece in body design and construction, with
its low, graceful beauty. Offered in black leather upholstery with the usual Lincoln body color options.

'Open Evenings Until Ten

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
OMAHA BRANCH

I NCO

I
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Rise in Business
Barometer Shown
in Ford Program

THE
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Has Fourteen Body Types 150,000 See Plant at

4-Months' Service
System Adopted
for Lincoln Care

Part of the Big Ford Plant
•

Expansion of Units All Over
Country to Boost Production
of Motor Cars During
Year.

Highland Park in 1923

"How many cars do you make a
day?" was the favorite question of
visitors at the Ford Motor company's
Highland Park plant during 1928, and
greatest interest was shown in the
famous assembly line where Ford
cars are put together.
This is the report of the guides
who escorted approximately 150,000
visitors through the great plant during the year, nearly 50,000 more than
in 1922. These visitors, men and women and children, were from all walks
of life, from every nation and every
race.
Charlie Chaplin was there, and Gen.
John J. Pershing, Madame Nellie Melba, grand opera soprano and Johnny
Dundee the pugilist saw the plant.
Gen. Joseph Haller, the Polish patriot, the Chamber of Commerce of
Copenhagen, Denmark, British lords
and ladies, potentates from the orient,
the youth of America, and a host of
automotive engineers, Americans as
well as foreigners.

Inspection and Repairs Given
Free to Every Purchaser
by Authorized

Dealers.

The building and expansion proe
t .0
gram of the Ford Motor company
begun last year and to be completed
•
during 1924, covering every section
of the United States, is seen by the
steady rise
automotive industry as
in the industrial barometer, assur•
••
ing increased production and prosperity throughout the 'year.
Outstanding features of the expansion program in Michigan include extension of manufacturing units and
increasing of railroad facilities at the
Highland Park plant, completed during 1923, and completion of the new
body factory and wood distillation
plant at Iron Mountain, which will
begin production early in the year.
At the Iron Moutaln plant, huge
•
logs from the Ford timber tracts are
to be reduced to finished body frame
parts. From here these parts, fully
The hydro-electric plant at Plymouth, Mich.
completed and ready for assembly,
will be shipped direct to the Ford
body 'plants in various parts of the
country. The wood distillation process
converts all waste from the wood milling machines and tree branches too
small for sawing, into wood alcocol, wood tar, gas, oils and charcoal.
a
Work on Dam.
Work is well under way at Iron
a
Mountain on the construction of a
huge dam and hydroelectric plant on
the Menominee river, which will have
a capacity of 9,000 horsepower, generating all necessary power. Comple58
tion of this unit is expected during the
will
summer. Iron Mountain also
have 52 continuous dry kilns, constituting the largest single installation
8
of the kind in the world and having
a' daily capacity for drying 300,000
•
board feet of. lumber from the green.
Increased production is expected
early in the year from the coms
pany's plant at Flat Rock, Mich.,
also completed last year, and which
has been devoted for several months
•
to the manufacture of lamps with
production at present running close
to 1,300 a day.
Buildings for the new Ford plant
at Green Island, New York, are now
completed and production of radiators, gears and other parts begun
last year, will be expanded as additional machinery is installed. Extensive improvement and development
of waterways in the Green Island
district is also under way looking toward an all-water route to Detroit.
The Ford Motor company enters
Wheel Plant Grows.
•
the new year with a new product, an
Increased production of the Ford
wheel plant at Hamilton, 0., enables all steel combination truck body and
it to keep abreast of the growing cab mounted on the standard Ford
requirements.
one-ton chassis to be sold as a comThe new Twin Cities plant at St. plete unit.
Paul is expected to reach completion
The new body is of the open exduring the summer. The plant build- press type, so constructed that it
ing will have 23 acres of floor space may be readily converted into other
and, located at the head of the Mis- body combinations by using stakes,
sissippi river, will be operated by sideboards, canopy top, screen sides,
•
hydroelectric power and will be the etc.
largest of the Ford hydroelectric deThe body is built of steel to withvelopments generating approximately stand the most severe usage and pre18,000 horse-power through the four sents a new development in construcvertical generators.
tion. The steel sells are reinforced
Plans have been completed and con- with wood in order to lessen vibration
early
in
the
struction is to be begun
and road shocks, thus making for
year on a new assembly plant at Phil- more durability and longer life.
New Ford all-steel truck body and cab mounted on the standard Ford
adelphia.
The loading apace is seven feet
About February 1, production is two inches in length by four feet in one-ton truck chassis.
to be begun at the new Hegewitch width and of convenient and practical
plant, Chicago, where in addition to depth. The end gate is strongly is extra roomy. The seat is of arti- and opening and closing with the
the assembly of 600 acres and trucks braced and secured by heavy chains ficial leather, well-cushioned on four- door. An oblong window in the back
per day, all closed car bodies required which hold it in position
when inch springs. Protection from the of the cab gives ample facilities for
in the Chicago district will be manu- lowered.
weather is afforded by close fitting rear vision, adding to the safety as
factured. The Hegewitch plant covers
The cab, also of steel construction door curtains mounted on uprights well as the convenience of the driver.
11 acres, practically all of which is
under roof.
The west coast is regarded as especially well
prepared to handle the
large volume of business in 1924, as
made to
a result of the additions
Los Angeles assembly and manufacturning plant during the last year,
increasing its output nearly 100 per
cushions and seat
cent. Springs,
backs are being manufactured here
in addition to all the closed bodies
used on the Pacific coast.
•
Program for South.
The Ford expansion program for
the south is reflected in the comple-,
tion in 1923 of the new assembly and
body plant at New Orleans, La., and
an addition to the Atlanta (Ga.) plant.
Other extensions are contemplated for
the south during 1924, it is understood.
An addition will be built to the
Kansas City assembly plant, increasing its floor space 168,000 square feet,
and the new sales and service branch
Champion X is sold by more than
at Salt Lake City, Utah, on which
90,000 dealers at 60 cents each
construction has begun, will be completed in April.
Completion of the program will
bring about not only increased production, but further economy and
added refinements, since the new
buildings have been designed to employ the latest efficiency methods and
Arrangements tested in the Ford units
In and about Detroit, and which contribute to the high quality of Ford
products.
The
famous
Ford byproducts
plants, forming one of the most
amazing features of the enterprise,
and a strong factor in Ford quality,
esteem in which its product is held by
For more than twelve years, dependable
also come in for development under
Ford organization.
the
the 1924 schedule. New coke ovens
standbeen
have
Champion Spark Plugs
are now under construction at the
the
With
trucks.
and
cars
are more insistent on comengineers
ard for Ford
No
River Rouge plant, in which coke
plete efficiency and no purchasers !more
and its byproducts will be manufacintroduction of the Fordson tractor,
tured by the low-temperature process,
exacting as to quality than the officials
Champions were naturally chosen as
yielding a greater volume of byof
the Ford company.
equipment because of their demonstrated
products.
New Laboratory Building.
That Champion spark plugs have held
ability to withstand the extreme stress
program
in and,
The building
the confidence of Ford for twelve years
in
subjected
are
plugs
spark
which
to
;about Detroit also calls for the com- I
is
a tribute to the excellence of Chamtractor operation.
pletion during the spring of the imand their outstanding worth as an
pions
pressive
new engineering laboraimportant
article of motorcar equipment.
the
of
exceedingly
proud
Champion is
tory at Dearborn now under construction.
struction.
Two important acquisitions were'
made by the company during the
Champion Spark Plug Company of Canada, Limited, Windsor, Oat.
year. The first was that of the Al
leghany Plate Glass company at
Glassmore, Pa., with a glass factor
having an annual capacity of 7,000,000 square feet. This with the small
plant at Highland Park and the great,
new glass factory just getting into
operation at River Rouge permits
the company to produce the major
part of its glass requirements.
The other purchase was that of ,C.
Johansson, Inc., of Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., in which the company secured
,he sole American rights to the famous Johansson gages, the world's
standard system for controlling precision measurements in all mechanical
industry.

•

Top of Lookout Mountain in a Lincoln

•

Ford Company Makes
New Body for Truck

•

r FEBRUARY

All-Steel Truck Body

Champions on Ford
for 21 Years

r

A firm belief that the care an automobile receives during its first few
months in the hands of an owner determines its life led to the adoption
of a service plan, by the Lincoln MoLincoln Seven-Passenger
tor company, Detroit, which is beFourteen body types, eight of stand- senger Berline sedan, a two-passenlieved to be the most extensive in
ard production and six with custom ger coupe, an open drive limousine, a
the United States.
town car and a cabriolet. The cusafter
months,
built bodies, will comprise the 1924
For a period of four
tom built cars are provided to meet
owner
a sale, a Lincoln car costs its
line of the Lincoln Motor company. a demand from some prospective ownnothing for maintenance, beyond gasA number of these types will be seen ers for cars of distinctive design.
oline, garage and washing bills. After
at the automobile show this year.
All body types are mounted on the
the car has been driven the first 400
The eight standard types of the regular 136-inch Lincoln wheelbase
miles the owner Is requested to bring
company consist of a seven-passenger chassis and are furnished in three colthe car to the dealer's service station.
touring car, a four-passenger phaeton. ors, Cobalt blue, Brewster green or
There the oil is changed, it is lubriThree years ago the Ford Motor
a two-passenger roadster, a five-pas- Orriford lake.
cated and inspected to see that everyStandard equipment includes hy- company used shipping cases of 600
senger coupe, a five-passenger sedan,
thing is in shape.
a four-passenger sedan, a seven-pas- draulic shock absorbers, 80-mile speed- different sizes for the shipment of
From that time on, for four months,
senger sedan, a seven-passenger lim- ometer and eight-day clock, power parts. Today 95 per cent of all the
the owner should bring the car back
ousine. The custom built cars this tire pump, complete set of tools, rear shipments are made in boxes and
every 750 miles and see It is given an
year consist of a seven-passenger tire carrier, windshield wiper, rear crates of 14 sizes, some filling as
inspection, carrying with it 27 differ- limousine, inside drive, a, four-pas- vision mirror and cigar lighter.
many as 100 different uses.
ent operations.
Car Lubricated.
ings; going over all tire rims to see
The car is thoroughly tightened, the that they are running true; tighten
oil is changed and it is lubricated, and oil springs; checking and adjustduring these inspections. This ser- ing carburetor; inspection of radiator
vice costs the owner nothing, either to see that shutters work properly
for labor or material. In the event and to see that it is filled; inspec•
that during such inspections, the me- tion of timing chain adjustment; seechanic should find anything which ing that clutch pedal adjustment is
should be repaired, he is expected to correct; cleaning carbon if necessary;
do this work with no cost to the tightening of body bolts draining fly
owner.
wheel housing; inspection of shock
No
CORN FODDER
w
,
The service policy is in keeping absorbers and tires.
•
•
CORN FODDER
f
with the policy of the company, it is
said, to build the finest automobile
that can be produced and after a
period of four months of inspections,
•
every 750 miles, the car can be expected to run indefinitely.
In the event that an owner should
The Lincoln two-passenger coupe,
neglect to bring his car in, the dealer
Stop that monthly feed bill. The Lets Dixie will cut,
with a custom built body, is proving
who sold the automobile is expected
grind and mix anything grown—makes a perfectly balanced
ration
from home-grown crops. Guaranteed to increase
to
be
one
of
the
most
popular
of
the
to get in touch with him at least once
to
production from 15 to 30% and cut feeding coats from ZS Home-Made Food
from
each month. This system has been Lincoln types. Jack Pickford, of
50%.
Home-Grown Crops
made national in scope and is en- movie fame, is one of the latest purCrop.
CAPACITY No. 244 Dale
with FORDSON TRACTOR
dorsed by the factory in Detroit and
chasers of these cars.
Corn fodder with corn
2500 to 5000 lbs. PER HOER
the various branches of the company,
Ear corn with shuck
3000 to 8000 "
This
body
type
can
be
obtained
scattered in all the principal cities of
Alfalfa or clover hay
2000 to 6000
either in Cobalt blue, Brewster green
Soy bean with vines
C.
the country.
2500 to 6000 "
or Orriford lake, and is one of the
Service Operations.
Some idea of the extent of the ser- most distinctive cars produced by the
vice may be gained from a list of ser- Lincoln Motor company. Grace and
vice operations done during an in- beauty result from the low sweeping
spection. These include changing oil; lines and the leather top and windIll l
BEEF
oil and grease entire car; check trans- shield visor add a distinct touch. The
mission and differential for oil levels; interior of the car is finished in rich
check engine oil pressure gage at upholstery to harmonize with the ex4?
idling and maximum speed; check oil terior finish. There is a large parcel
• •
level indicator; inspect gasoline fuel compartment back of the seat and
wet, or oily material will not clog the LETZ Dixie. T. the table above
strainer and clean if necessary; look an unusually large compartment unheavy material will grind at a greater capacity than shown Is the table abovebuilt
over battery and fill; going over the der the rear deck.
in three sizes for 4 to 25 h. p. engines.
Has two to three times the capacity per h. p. of any roughage mill
generator and checking the brushes;
The car also contains the usual apmade
Writs or call Immediately for further particular; prices and samples
inspecting charging rate and starting pointments found in high grade automotor; inspection of distributor to see mobiles, which tend to materially inthat gaps are correct; cleaning spark crease the comfort of the passengers.
plugs; checking lights; adjusting in- Lincoln's ownership list of this type
620 East Road
Crown Point, Indiana
ternal and external brakes; checking of car includes, many persons of
prominence.
alignment of front wheels and bear- Lincoln

LETZ
no.

Lincoln 2-Passenger
Coupe Popular Model

Feed Home - Grown Crops

The Letz Manufacturing Company

0

Individual

D

•
•

at

3

WOOD BROS.
THRESHER

•

'ass

that

Wood Bros. 21x36 Steel Individual
The Thresher Built For Fordson Power
Individual threshing means better threshing because you thresh promptly—
no waiting for the convenience of a custom threshing crew—no taking chances
on loss and damage from bad weather. Wood Bros. Individuals are now in use
with Fordsons in every part of the country.
•
Everywhere farmers testify to the big capacity, clean threshing, economical
operation and long wear of Wood Bros. 21x36 Steel Individuals. Talk to any one
of these thousands of users and they can tell you from actual experience that it
is the lightest running, most efficient and strongest built thresher they have ever

Backed by an Absolute Guarantee of Service
Wood Bros. 21x36 Steel Individual Thresher
is guaranteed to operate with Fordson power,
under all conditions, to thresh clean and save
the grain and to operate with less power than
any other thresher of the same size and equipment.

Wood Bros. Individual service stations are
as near you as your Ford dealer.
The
Wood Bros. Individual Thresher is recognized
as STANDARD FORDSON EQUIPMENT
and is sold exclusively through Ford dealers
everywhere.

See your Ford dealer or write us for our book on threshing.

WOOD BROTHERS THRESHER COMPANY
DES MOINES, IOWA

Champion Spark Plug Company, Toledo, Ohio

CHAMPION

••

•
•

•

It

a

Dependable for Every Engine

THE

Individual
•
Thrashing oats with a Wood Brothers 21x38 Steal
Individual at Fordson Power Demonstration, Iowa
State Agricultural College, Ames, Iowa.

Threshing on Delbert Wood Farm, at Peru, Indiana,
August 15th, 1923. Wood Brothers 21x36 Steal
Individual and Fordson Combination.
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A Giant ho Work
For You

•
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There is a giant who works tirelessly to
make industry more productive and to
make transportation simpler and more
efficient.

•

.4,

•

He is personified by the vast resources of
the Ford organization.

Attend the
Ford Exhibit

• •
•

During the Show

The larger this giant has grown the lower
the prices of Ford products have fallen

••

•

•
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To private and public business and to in.
car owners this has meant lower
and lower costs of transportation and
power.
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No stronger proof as to the wisdom of
standardizing on Ford Cars and Trucks
and Fordson Tractors could be desired.

•

•

•

• •

By visiting the Ford exhibit during the
Show, you will see the results of this coordination of resources in the different
Ford Products.
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR
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Rivet Route blast Furnaces
produce twelve hundred tons of
molten iron a day.
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There is a giant who works tirelessly to
make industry more productive and to
make transportation simpler and more
efficient.

•
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He is personified by the vast resources of
the Ford organization.

Attend the
Ford Exhibit

•

•

During the Show

The larger this giant has grown the lower
the prices of Ford products have fatten
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To private and public business and to in.
dividual car owners this has meant lower
and lower costs of transportation and
power.
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No stronger proof as to the wisdom of
standardizing on Ford Cars and Trucks
and Fordson Tractors could be desired.
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By visiting the Ford exhibit during the
Show, you will see the results of this coordination of resources in the different
Ford Products.
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Ford River Rouge blast Furnaces
produce twelve hundred tons of
molten iron a do'.
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Specretemode pS
Metal Plate with Lubrication Directions
Now Attached to Speedometer

Know Your Speed!

Colored Numeral Dials Tell When to Lubricate
Metal Chart Tells Where

00

WATCH your Speedometer! Avoid
arrest, fines or imprisonment.

5

Know your speed and keep out of
court. It's more difficult to guess
your speed than to guess the time of
day. Try it.

No more burned out bearings no
more scored cylinders—no more
parts to replace due to lack of oil and
grease because the driver didn't know
they needed attention.

N

A colored numeral turns up in the
mileage odometer and automatically
warns the driver that some part or
parts should be lubricated. He pulls
down the metal chart which tells him
just what parts these are.
Correct lubrication will cut down running expenses and greatly lengthen the life of any car.
The colored numerals and metal chart are exclusive features.

The Stewart is accurate and reliable.
Reasons Why You Need a
Stewart Speedometer

$15
purchases t h a
Stewart Speedometer for Ford
cars, complete
with the lubrication chart and
booklet.

ADD OIL TO MOTOR— Keep level be.
tween crank case petcocks. Use light high
grade oil.
OIL—Fill oil cups. Give special attention
to commutator.
•
GREASE
—Fill,all grease cups including
cup on speedometer swivel joint. Note- —
To lubricate new style fan bearing, unscrew plug and use heavy fluid oil.
•
OIL —Apply oil to all bearing surfaces
- not supplied with oil cups.
GREASE —Fill all grease cups. Grease
: Wheel bearings liberally.
OIL—Drain oil from crank case, following
• directions in Ford manual.
GREASE—Add grease to differential not
more than one-third full
•
GREASE'— Reduction gears in, steering
• wheel.

When a colored
numeral appears
pull down the
metal chart and
let It remain in
that position as
a reminder that
lubrication
is
needed.
The
chart
can be
snapped back
under the speedometer where it
is out of sight.
Yet always at
hand.

lt tells you your speed and saves you court fines.
I t gives you your total mileage. You can tell
exactly how much mileage your tires are giving
you and how many miles you get on gas and oil.
The trip dial makes it possible to follow road
guides based ed on speedometer readings.
The colored numeral dials provide the means
for proper lubrication, increase your car's life
and its trade-in value.

Bumpers
Bumper Prices on Ford Cars
(Nickel
Front Model (Black
(Nickel
Rear Model (Black

tcetorP

and Beautify Your Car

THEN buying bumper protection for your car

and the safety of its passengers, be sure you
get 100% protection.
The double bars of the Stewart Bumper extend
across the entire width of the car. With Stewart
Bumpers you have double bar protection all the
way across.
The Stewart is an all-steel bumper. No cast-iron
parts to snap under a blow. You know you are
buying real protection, not just a bumper.

The beauty of the Stewart Bumper adds much to
the attractiveness of your car. It can be furnished in a lustrous nickel or black with the
brilliant red Stewart name plate in the center.
Look for that Stewart name-plate. There are
so many imitations of the Stewart that you can
only protect yourself by asking your dealer
for the Stewart Bumper with the red Stewart
name-plate.

Other
Custombilt Accessories
For Your Ford
Stewart Searchlights
Stewart Mirrors
Stewart Vacuum Tank
Stewart Shock Absorbers

USED

finish) . .$16.25
finish) . . 13.75
finish) 15.25
finish) . . 12.75

For Sale at

All Ford Dealers
or the

Stewart

Custombilt Accessories
ON 9 MILLION

Warner Products
Service Station
2043-45 Farnam Street
OMAHA

CARS

